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Abstract
Distributed database system is becoming more widely used instead of centralized 
database systems in business world due to business expansion and network technology 
development. Query optimization provides a strategy for executing each query over the 
networks in the most cost-effective way, which aims to minimize the transmission cost 
over the networks. Many techniques and algorithms have been proposed to optimize 
queries, such as semijoin[BC81][BGW+81], 2-way semijoin[KR87], composite 
semijoin[PC90], hash semijoin[TC92], PERF join[LR95], etc.
In distributed query processing, the semijoin has been used as an effective operator to 
reduce the total amount of data transmission. 2-way semijoin is an extended version of 
semijoin for more cost-effective distributed query processing. PERF joins are 2-way 
semijoins using a bit vector during the backward phase. PERF[LR95] is designed to 
minimize the cost of the “backward” reduction. It is based on the tuple scan order instead 
of hashing. Thus it does not suffer any loss of join information incurred by hash 
collisions.
Algorithm UPSJ and Algorithm CPSJ are proposed based on a 2-way semijoin algorithm. 
Two variants of PERF joins are applied to the 2-way semijoin algorithm. In Algorithm 
UPSJ, uncompressed PERF joins and 2-way semijoin techniques are combined. In 
Algorithm CPSJ, compressed PERF joins are applied during the backward processing. 
Programs are designed to implement both original and the enhanced algorithms. Several 
experiments are conducted and the results showed a considerable enhancement obtained 
by applying the PERF join concept.
Key Words: distributed query processing, semijoin, 2-way semijoin, PERF joins
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Chapter 1 Introduction
In today’s design of sophisticated information systems, the traditional RDBS is no longer 
sufficient for commercial usage. Databases are distributed in order to achieve the 
advantages of performance, reliability, availability, and modularity. The advantages of 
decentralization in organizations are a driving force in the design of today’s information 
systems.
A distributed database is defined as “a collection of multiple, logically interrelated 
databases distributed over a computer network” [OV99]. Distributed database is stored on 
several computers. These computers can be referred to as nodes or sites. These sites are 
connected via networks. Sites vary in size, function, and complexity. Each site maintains 
a local database. Local site can participate in a global query. Thus, distributed database 
system technology is the combination of database system and computer network 
technology to data processing [OV99] [HWY85].
Distributed query processing is one of the problem areas in distributed database system. 
The process of retrieving data from different sites in the network is known as distributed 
query processing [HWY85] [AHY83]. Accessing data from different sites involves data 
transmission over networks.
Query optimization is one of the main tasks during query processing. The objective of 
distributed query optimization is to find a query optimal algorithm to generate an optimal 
processing strategy among all possible strategies to minimize an objective cost function 
[Ioa96] [ov99]. The basic challenge in query optimization is to develop efficient query 
processing techniques and strategies to minimize the communication cost.
Given a distributed query, how to generate an optimal processing strategy has been a 
great interest to a number of researchers [RK91] [YC84] [HF01] [KR87]. In these papers,
1
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a given distributed query is processed by the three-phased approach method, which 
consists of the following:
- Local processing to filter unnecessary data.
All local processing such as selections and projections on the joining attributes is 
performed at each site which is involved in the query processing.
- Semijoin reduction involving data shipment from one site to another to be reduced.
A sequence of semijoins is used to reduce the size of relations in a cost-effective 
way, and thus, reduce the total communication costs.
- Final assembly at the destination site.
Send all resulting relations to the site where the final query processing is performed 
to answer the query.
In the distributed database system, the local processing costs are usually negligible as 
compared to the communication costs for data transmission. Thus, many researchers 
focus on minimizing the transmission cost required for phase 2 and phase 3.
The 2-way semijoin operator [KR87] was proposed for more cost-effective distributed 
query processing. Compared with semijoin in terms of the reduction power and 
propagation of reduction effects, 2-way semijoin is more powerful. A decade later, and 
with the continuous research and methods developed, a new technique called PERF 
(Partially Encoded Record Filter) was presented by Kenneth Ross [LR95]. The basic idea 
of PERF join came from the desire to minimize the cost of the backward reduction in a 2- 
way semijoin, which is done by sending a bit array instead of the original joining 
attribute. A PERF join outperforms a Bloom filter [Blo70] since it inherits the advantage 
of a Bloom filter without suffering the side effect of hash collisions. A PERF has the 
same storage and transmission efficiency as a Bloom filter and keep the complete join 
information by generating a filter based on the relation tuple scan order. PERF join 
outperforms 2-way semjoin due to the cheaper transmission cost during the backward 
reduction processing.
2
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In this thesis, we will investigate the effect of two proposed algorithms by applying 
PERF join technique into a 2-way semijoin based algorithm. The rest of thesis is 
organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents an overview of background literature; Chapter 3 
shows the proposed algorithms. Chapter 4 gives the results of experiments and 
evaluation. Finally, chapter 5 is the conclusion and future work.
3
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Chapter 2 Related Work
2.1 Assumptions and Definitions
The following assumptions and definitions are taken from [AHY83], [535N], and 
[OV99].
2.1.1 Assumptions 
We assume the following:
1. A distributed relational database management system with a number of independent 
nodes distributed geographically and connected via a point to point network.
2. Each node has local processing and storage capabilities.
3. The relations are distributed amongst the nodes and all nodes can access all data
4. Only select-project-join (SPJ) queries are considered.
5. A uniform and independent distribution of attributed values is assumed.
2.1.2 Definitions
During query processing, certain information is available for use in constructing a 
strategy:
1. For each relation Rj, we have the following:
|Ril : The number of tuples in the relation.
S(Rj): The size of the relation in bytes.
2. For each projection dij, the projection of relation i over attribute j, we have the 
following:
dy: Projection dij produces vertical subset of attribute j . The result relation contains only 
those attributes of the original relation over which projection is performed. It is possible 
to specify projection with or without duplicate elimination. In our work, the projection is 
performed with duplicate elimination.
|dij|: The cardinality of the projection of relation i over attribute j.
4
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S(dij): The size of the projection in bytes.
|D(dij)| : is the cardinality of the domain for attribute j. It is the number of possible values 
in the domain, not a count of the actual values occurring in the database. We assume that 
the cardinality is finite and known.
p(djj): the selectivity of the projection dy. It is commonly defined as |dy| / |D(djj)|. The 
selectivity is used to predict the reduction effect after the reduction process. Selectivity 
value varies from 0 to 1. If the value is high, then it has low selectivity and reduction 
power. If the value is low, then it has high selectivity and reduction power.
3. Selection produces a horizontal subset of a given relation. The subset consists of all 
the tuples that satisfy a condition.
4. Benefit of an optimization program refers to the reduction of the transmitted data 
among distributed site for a final result of a given query. (Benefit-cost) is called net 
benefit (Profit). If net benefit is great than 0, we call this program is cost-effective or 
profitable.
2.2 Cost Function
Cost functions of a distributed execution plan can be expressed either by Total Time or 
Response Time [AHY83] [OV99]. Cost generally expressed by time units. Total Time is 
the sum of every individual operation of a plan, while Response time is the elapsed time 
from the initiation of the query to its completion. The total time that estimates the total 
resource consumption of a query is useful to optimize the overall throughput of a system. 
To find a plan with the lowest response time for a query must use response time model.
The execution cost is a weighted combination of I/O, CPU, and communication costs 
according to the condition of networks and workstations. A general cost function for total 
time can be specified as follows:
Cost = CPU cost + I/O cost + Communication cost
5
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The cost can be weighted in distributed query processing in order to model the impact of 
fast and slow machine, and networks. The distributed database environment impacts the 
relative values of the cost coefficients. For example, the high weights are assigned to the 
CPU and disk I/O if the machine is heavily loaded.
With new and advanced technology for the workstation and network coming out, the 
communication cost in wide-area network is still generally the dominant factor because 
of the long distance data shipping. While in local area network, there is more balance 
among the components.
A typical simplification of distributed query optimization is to ignore local processing 
cost (I/O cost and CPU cost) by assuming that the communication cost is dominant over 
low network. A lot of research focuses on the cost involved in transmitting data from one 
site to another site
Communication Cost of transferring certain bytes of data from one site to another site is 
assumed to be a linear function of bytes:
CT(#bytes) -  Tmrg + Ttr * # bytes
#bytes is the total data transferred between sites. Tmrg is the fixed time of initiating and 
receiving a message, while Ttr is the time it takes to transmit a data unit from one site to 
another site. It is assumed that Ttr is a constant for simplicity.
2.3 DQP Techniques and Strategies
Distributed query processing is the process of retrieving data from different sites. 
Accessing data from sites involves transmission via communication links, which creates 
delays. The basic challenge is to design and develop efficient query processing 
techniques and strategies to minimize the communication cost. In the following section, 
the research on different techniques and algorithms in order to reduce the communication 
cost over the network will be introduced.
6
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2.3.1 Initial Feasible Solution (IFS)
Initial Feasible Solution is defined as, for a given query, all the relations involved in a 
given query from different sites are retrieved and directly shipped to the query site and 
joins are performed there. IFS is the basic and simple query processing strategy. However 
it is inefficient. In this paper, two proposed algorithms are to be compared against IFS to 
determine the performance difference.
2.3.2 Join
Join is the most basic and common operator to retrieve data from different relations. The 
join of relation R with relation S is denoted by R N c S where c is the join condition. For 
example, if we want to have the join of relation R with S on joining attribute A, the 
denotation is R N AS or R.A=S.A [YC84]. The join is obtained by concatenating each row 
of R with each row of S whenever the joining attribute values of the two rows are equal. 
One commonly used join operation is natural join, where two rows from the joining 
relations are concatenated whenever the corresponding values under all common 
attributes of the two relations are equal. R=S denotes the natural join of relation R and S.














Figure 2.1 Join Example I
The result of the join will have attributes A, B, and C. The rows in the result table come 
from the common rows in table R and S on attribute A.
In distributed query processing, the smaller size is usually shipped to remote site for join 
operation in order to minimize the transmission cost. As in the example above (Figure 
2.1), ship R to S to perform join and ship result to query site. The IFS cost is 14 units.
7
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Join cost is 12 units. However, sometimes join can increase the cost. The example is 
showed in Figure 2.2.
R S A B C
A B R M S A C —► 2 a c
2 a 2 c 2 a d
2 b 2 d 2 b c
2 b d
Figure 2.2 Join Example II 
Join example II shows the IFS cost is 8 units and join cost is 16 units.
2.3.3 Semijoin
In late seventies, semijoins were introduced in [BC81] [BGW+81]. The main reason for 
using semijoins in distributed database systems is to reduce inter-site communication 
cost. Semijoin is regarded as very effective reducer. Semijoin operator is denoted by X . 
Consider a semijoin from R to S (written R XIS) on attribute on s# (Figure 2.3).
1. Project R over Attribute s#
2. Send projection R[s#] from site R to site S



















Figure 2.3 Semijoin Example
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Cost of the semijoin is projection size R[s#] shipped to remote site S. And benefit is the 
reduced size of relation S as size(S)-size(S’). When benefit is greater than the cost, this 
semijoin is profitable [MB96].
The advantage of semijoin is that it decreases the number of tuples that need to be 
handled to form the join. This is important in centralized database systems, because it 
usually results in a decreased number of secondary storage accesses by making better use 
of the memory. It is even more important in distributed databases since it usually reduces 
the amount of data that needs to be transmitted between sites in order to evaluate a query.
Compared with join, semijoin may increase local processing cost, since one of the two 
joined relations must be accessed twice. But if the semijoin has good selectivity, then the 
semijoin approach can result in significant savings in communication cost.
2.3.4 2-way Semijoin
In 1987, [KR87] proposed a relation algebra operator, 2-way semijoin, which is an 
extended version of semijoin with backward cost reduction for more cost-effective 
distributed query processing. 2-way semijoin not only allows the forward data reduction 
also allows the data reduction in the backward.
By using 2-way semijoin operator, the computing steps are illustrated as following 
(Figure 2.4):
R[A]_____























Figure 2.4 2-way Semijoin Example
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A 2-way semijoin of R and S on attribute A can be denoted as R <--> S = { R -> S, S -> 
R}. Computing steps:
1. Get projection R[A] of R over attribute A
2. Send R[A] from site R to S.
3. Perform R[A] M S to reduce S to S’ ;
4. Partition R[A] to match set R[A]m and non match set R[A]nm which is from R[A]-
R[A]m
5. Select the smaller of (Ri[A]m, Ri[A]nm) and send it back to site R;
6. Perform min(R[A]m, R[A]nm) N R to reduce R to R’ ;
In 2-way semijoin[KR87], the backward reduction is always performed in a cost-effective 
way.
2.3.5 Composite Semijoin
[PC90] proposed a composite semijoin “in which the projection and transmission involve 
multiple columns”. Many distributed query processing algorithms may generate strategies 
involving multiple seimijoins with a common origination site and a common destination 
site. In these cases, it may be beneficial to perform such semijoins as one composite 
rather than as multiple single column semijoins. The authors demonstrates the 
performance of composite semijoins by using several well-known distributed query 
processing algorithms which involve semijoins, such as algorithm GENERAL [AHY83] 
etc, The experimental testing result shows the benefits of the composite semijoins 
ranging from 19%~ 24% compared with those without using composite semijoins.
This paper shows that “the strategy of the algorithm to opt for composite semijoins 
depending on the response time benefit is always at least as good as the strategy of not 
allowing the algorithm to opt for composite semijoins”. Composite semijoins can replace 
parallel semijoins or serial semijoins. Fact demonstrates that composite semijoin 
replacing parallel semijoins are more beneficial than composites replacing serial 
semiijoins. This paper shows that there are instances in which using the composite
10
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semijoin option results in strategies which have greater response times. Thus this paper 
does not say that composite semijoins should be always used.
The following example shows that composte semijoin leads to more communication cost 
than semijoin:
We have relations Ri and R2. Ri and R2 are located in site Si, S2. The querying site is S3. 
Ri and R2 are as following (Figure 2.5):
Ri R?
Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Attribute 3





Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Attribute 3





Do single semijoins from RI to R2
Semijoin on attribute 1:
Projection:
1
Costl = 2*4 =8 








Cost2 = 2*2 : 
Reduce R2’ to R2” :
1 aa ~2
2 bb ~3
Ship R2” to S3:
Cost3 = (4+2+8) *2 = 28 
Ship RI to S3:
Cost4 = (4+2+5) *4= 44 
Total Cost= 8 + 4 + 28 + 44 = 84
Do composit semijoin from RI to 
R2











Ship R2’ to S3:
Cost2 = (4+2+8)*2=28 
Ship RI to S3:
Cost3 = (4+2+5) *4 = 44
Total Cost = 24 + 28 + 44 = 96
Figure 2.5 Composite Semijoin Example
11
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2.3.6 Domain-Specific Semijoin
Most of the proposed query processing algorithms apply semijoins to reduce the size of 
the fragments of joining relations before they are sent to a chosen assembly site for final 
processing. When semijoins are employed in a fragmented database system, they have to 
be performed in a relation-relation or relation-fragment manner so that they do not cause 
the elimination of contributive tuples.
Domain-specific semijoin is a new operator introduced in [CL90] in order to improve 
semijoin operation. This operation can be used just like a semijoin to reduce the size of 
fragments by eliminating non contributive tuples. In addition it can be performed in a 
fragment-fragment manner. This is what semijoin can not do. Domain-specific semijoins 
provide us more flexibility in distributed query processing, using both domain-specific 
semijoins and semijoins, which is at least as good as the best strategy with semijoin 
reductions only.
The domain-specific semijoin operation, Rik(A=B]Rjm, where A,B are the joining 
attributes and Rjk, Rjm are two fragments of the joining relations Rj and Rj, respectively, is 
defined as follows:
Rik(A=B]Rjm={r|re Rik ; r.A e Rjm [B]u(Dom[Rj.B]-Dom[Rjm.B])
Where Rik, Rjm are the restricted fragments.
Most of the distributed query processing algorithms proposed for horizontally partitioned 
systems employ semijoins to reduce communication costs. Domain-specific semijoins 
improve the performance of existing algorithms based on semijoins by simply adding the 
following procedure.
1. Calculate the candidate’s estimated benefit and cost according to the formulas 
presented in [CL90]
2. If it is found to be profitable, include it in the current query processing strategy; 
otherwise ignore it.
12
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3. Update the related information in the database profile according to the suggested 
formulas in [CL90] if the domain-specific semijoin is included in the current strategy.
Using above procedure, it is obvious that for a given query, there is always a strategy 
using both domain-specific semijoins and semijoins, which is at least as good as the best 
strategy using only semijoin reductions. This advantage of domain-specific semijoins is 
due to the property that they can be performed in a ffagment-ffagment manner.
2.3.7 Hash Semijoin
[TC92] proposed hash-semijoin operator, which uses a search filter (Bloom Filter 
[Blo70]) to represent the semijoin projection with a small bit array. It concerns more in 
minimizing the cost of semijoin operation, namely, the cost of transmitting the semijoin 
projection. The experiments show that the hash-semijoin operator can significantly 
improve the performance of a semijoin program.
Hash-semijoin from Rj to Rj is computed as following steps:
Step 1: Initialize a bit array of F bits to all be 0. The size of F is computed by 
F=(d/ln2)*|Rj|;
Step 2: For each value of the join attribute in Rj, generate d  bit addresses using the d  hash 
functions and set the corresponding d  bits in the bit array to 1. Then, the semijoin 
projection is hash-stored in the bit array.
Step 3: Transmit the bit array to the site of Rj.
Step 4: For each tuple of Rj, use the d  hash functions to hash the join attribute value to d  
bit addresses. Test if all the d  bits in the bit array are l ’s. If Yes, output the tuple to the 
result relation Rj’, else discard the tuple.
13
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Figure 2.6 An example of hash semijoin with perfect hash function
However, false drop may happen in hash-semijoin. The probability of a false drop is 
called false drop probability (f), which depends on the size of the bit array (F), and the 
number of hash functions d.
Figure 2.7 shows an example of hash semijoin with hash function H(x) =x mod 5 where 

























Figure 2.7 An example of hash semijoin with false drop
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Compare with semijoin, hash-semijoin is more cost-effective; The search filter in the 
hash-filter achieves considerable savings in the cost of a semijoin operation.
2.3.8 PERF Join
In [LR95] Li and Ross present a new technique called PERF,“Positionally Encoded 
Record Filters”. PERF joins are 2-way semijoins using a bit vector as their backward 
phase. It is based on the relation tuple scan order instead of hashing. Hence it does not 
suffer any loss of join information caused by hash collision. The basic idea of PERF join 
is as follows: in a 2-way semijoin R<-> S, relation S is reduced to S’ by a semijoin with 
the projection of relation R. However, in the backward reduction, a bit vector is sent back 
to site S. Each bit of the bit vector contains the information of every tuple in projection of 
R in relation S’. This bit is set to 1 if the tuple exists in projection of S’ on the joining 
attribute.
Definition o f PERF:
Consider relations R and S, with R physically ordered in some fashion. S contains the 
join reduction information for R.
1. The PERF of relation R with respect to S, denoted as PERF(R), is a bit vector of 
|R[X] | bits where X is the joining attribute for relations R and S.
2. The j th bit of PERF(R) is set to 1 if and only if the j th tuple of R appears in the join 
result of R N  S.
The steps of PERF are as follows as in Figure 2.8:
1) Project R on A joining attribute(R[S#]);
2) Ship projection of R to S;
3) Reduce Sto S’ byR[ S#] NS;
4) Send back to R with a bit vector (PERF) that contains one bit for every 
tuple in R[S#] and with the same order as R[S#]. If the tuple in R[S#] exists 
in projection of S’ on join attribute, then the corresponding bit of the 
vector is set to 1 otherwise 0 is set.
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PERF joins is competitive alternative to two-way semijoin and Bloomjoin. The authors 
have demonstrated through analytical studies that the response time of distributed join 
query processing algorithms can be improved by applying PERFs and PERF joins instead 
of or in addition to the traditional Bloomjoins and semijoin variants.
Based on PERF joins, the authors Haraty and Fany in [HFOO] [HF01] did research by 
applying PERF joins to the two well known semijoin algorithms: AHY [AHY83] and 
Algorithm W [MB96], which both deal with query optimization. The authors Dr. 
Morrissey and Bealor of algorithm W proved that their new algorithm obtains an 
enhancement over AHY. [HF00][HF01] shows the improvement over AHY and 
algorithm W by using PERF joins. The study in [HF00][HF01] mainly focuses on total 
time optimization.
2.3.9 Pipeline N-way Join
Distributed query processing involves transmission of relations and/or intermediate 
results among different sites of the computer network. At early stage, most of the 
researchers assumed that communication cost was the dominant factor for the cost and 
the local site processing cost was negligible compared to data transmission cost. Thus a
16
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lot of research was done on generating an optimal or an efficient processing strategy for a 
query with minimum data transmission [BC81][BGW81] [KR87] [PC90] [LR95].
With increased bandwidth on network, data transmission is no longer considered as the 
only dominant cost factor. Local processing such I/O time draws the researchers’ 
attention.
In 1991, Roussopoulos and Kang proposed the pipeline N-way join algorithm for joining 
the reduced relations residing on N sites based on 2-way semijoins [RK91]. This 
algorithm aims to eliminate the need of shipping storing, and retrieving foreign relations 
and/or intermediate results on the local disks of the query site during the processing of an 
N-way join. Because processing intermediate results generated “on-the-fly” is very 
expensive due to the lack of index. “This algorithm can reduce the I/O of non-joinable 
tuples and eliminating all I/O involved in the generation and management of intermediate 
results” [RK91].
Every tuple of each relation will have a tuple identifier (TID.) Tuple connectors are used 
to keep the temporary relations. Pipeline cache planner will contain N-tuples of TID’s 
joinable tuples after join all the tuple connectors.
The N-way pipeline algorithm proceeds in the following three phases:
1. Forward reduction and local processing.;
2. Backward Reduction and Collecting Phase;
3. Pipeline Execution Phase;
For each relation Rj participating in the N-way join, its tuple connector Q  is a projection 
of Rj on all the joining attributes and a tuple identifier(TID). Tuple connectors are 
generated in the forward reduction phase by sending the projected join attributes from 
current relation to next relation. The backward reduction is applied to the tuple 
connectors not to the relations. Thus in the backward reduction phase, by send the joining 
attributes in the current connector to next relation’s connector, the connectors will be 
deducted. The pipeline cache planner is stepwise constructed by join the tuple connectors
17
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together in the backward reduction phase. The pipeline cache planner is then used to 
synchronize the generation of result.
The advantages of the pipeline N-way join algorithm as follows:
(1) This algorithm does not generate intermediate results;
(2) Tuple connectors replace reduced relations with much smaller size, so that it is less 
expensive for storing and transferring tuple connectors;
(3) The original relations are accessed once for selections and projections during the local 
processing phase;
(4) No reduced relations are transferred to the query site.
Through experiments, the authors shows that pipeline algorithm get better result in terms 
of total I/O access than three conventional join algorithms such as hash join, merge-sort 
join and indexed join. Experiments also shows that pipeline algorithm get less benefit as 
the selectivity grows.
18
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Chapter 3 The Proposed Algorithms
3.1 Motivation
2-way semijoin was proposed in [RK91]. It is an extended version of the semijoin. The 2- 
way semijoin is an extended operator in the sense that it produces two semijoins from its 
operands. It has been proved that 2-way semijoin has more reduction power than 
semijoin.
For a semijoin s: R->A->S, let C(s) and B(s) be the cost and the benefit of s respectively 
and let D(s) be net benefit (B(s) -  C(s)).
For a 2-way semijoin t: R 4- A S, let C(t) and B(t) be the cost and benefit in reducing 
S and let C+(t) and B+(t) be the cost and the benefit in reducing R by t respectively and let 
D+(t) be B+(t) -C +(t) in backward direction.
Lemma 1 [RK91]:
“Given a semijoin s: R ->A->S, if the 2-way semijoin t: R 4- A-> S is performed instead 
of s, then R is always reduced by t in a cost-effective way
Proof:
Suppose t reduces R to R’
Let r and r ’ be |R| and |R’| respectively. Let m and n be the number of match set and non­
match set of projection R[A]. Let w be the size of a tuple of R and let a be the size of 
value of attribute A. Then we have:
C+(t) = a * min{m, n}
B+(t) = w * (r-r’)
It is trivial that w > a, r-r’ > n, and n > min{m, n}.
D+(t) = B+(t) -C +(t)
= w * (r-r’) - a * min{m, n}
> 0  as desired. ’ ’
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PERF (Positional Encoded Record Filters) was presented in [LR95]. The basic idea of 
PERF join is follows: As in a 2-way semijoin, relation S is reduced by a forward semijoin 
with projection R[A] over join attribute A. But instead of transmitting min{match set or 
non-match set of R[A]) back to site R, send a bit-vector of | R[A] | bits that contains one 
bit for every tuple in R[A]. The j* bit is set to 1 if and only if the j th tuple of R[A] appears 
in the join result of R N S. The order of the bits in this bit vector is the same tuple order 
of R[A] that R site sent initially.
2-way semijoin requires sending join attribute values to the receiving site and performing 
a semijoin with the receiving relation. If the receiving site’s memory is limited, multiple 
passes over either the receiving relation or the received join attribute projection might be 
needed to perform the backward semijoin. In a fast network, this semijoin I/O cost can 
easily exceed the network transmission cost. Due to compactness of bit vector 
representation, a PERF is likely to fit entirely in memory most of the time.
PERF has similar storage and transmission efficiency as a hash filter. It is based on the 
relation tuple scan order instead of hashing, hence does not suffer any loss of join 
information happened by hash collisions.
It is possible that due to a very high or low selectivity, PERF will largely consist of O’ ( 
or l ’s). To reduce the network transmission cost, one can compress the encoded join 
information by sending the addresses of the 1 (or 0) bits within PERF [LR95]. We name 
such PERF as CPERF (Compressed PERF). If we send whole bit vector back to receiving 
site, we name this PERF as UPERF (Uncompressed PERF).
In the following, we will show how PERF can have better performance over the 2-way 
semijoin and when CPERF outperforms UPERF. Because the cost in the forward 
reduction phase for 2-way semijoin is same as PERF join, only the performance 
differences in their backward reduction phase is compared.
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Lemma 2[LR95]X\
Let R and S be two joining relations. Suppose we wish to reduce both relations over their 
joining attribute A.
(1) The compressed PERF join is better than 2-way semjoin if and only if 
W(A) > p log|R[A]|
where W(A) is the width of the attribute A. R[A] is the projection of attribute A.
Proof:
Let plog|R[A]|-] be the number of bits needed to index the relation R[A].
- In 2-way semijoin, the cost of “backward” is:
Cost (backward) = W(A) * |R[A]| *min(p(R), 1- p(R))
-  In PERF join,
Uncompressed PERF cost: |R[A]| bits
Compressed PERF cost: p log|R[A]| -| * |R[A]| *min(p(R), 1- p(R))
The compressed PERF join is better than 2-way semjoin if and only if
r  log|R[A]| -, * |R[A]| *min(p(R), 1- p(R) ) < W(A) * |R[A]| *min(p(R), 1- p(R)) 
===> W(A) > r log|R[A]|-,
Suppose W(A) is a 8-bit word. If p log|R[A]| -| > W(A), only if |R[A]| > 108 This tells 
us that when attribute width is not changed, the larger projection size is, the smaller profit 
the compressed PERF may obtain; When the join attribute width gets larger, the more 
profit compressed PERF may obtain than 2-way semijoin.
(2) The uncompressed PERF (UPERF) join is better than 2-way semijoin if and only if 
1/W(A) < min(p(R), 1- p(R))
1 The lemma2 is from the paper [LR95], I complete prove.
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Proof:
-In  2SJ+, the cost of “backward” is:
Cost (backward) -  W(A) * |R[A]| * min(p (R), 1- p(R))
-In  PERF join,
Uncompressed PERF cost: |R[A]| bits
The uncompressed PERF (UPERF) join is better than 2-way semijoin if and only if 
|R[A]| < W(A) * |R[A]| * min(p (R), 1- p(R))
= >  1 < W (A) * min (p (R), 1- p(R))
= >  1/ W (A) < min (p(R), 1- p(R))
From this conclusion, we know that when selectivity is very low or very high, it is 
possible uncompressed PERF costs more than 2-way semijoin.
For example, if joining attribute width is 8 bits, and p(R) is 0.11, then UPERF costs more 
than 2-way semijoin.
With larger join attribute width, there is more chance for uncompressed PERF join to 
obtain higher profit than 2-way semijoin.
(3) The compressed PERF(CPERF) join is better than uncompressed PERF(UPERF) join 
if and only if
min(p(R), 1- p(R)) < 1/ r  log|R[A]|
Proof:
-In  PERF join,
Uncompressed PERF (UPERF) cost: |R[A]|
Compressed PERF (CPERF) cost: p log |R [A]| -| * {| R[A] | *min(p(R), 1- p(R) ) }
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The compressed PERF (CPERF) join is better than uncompressed PERF(UPERF) join if 
and only if
r  log| R[A] | -, *{ |R[A]| *min(p(R), 1- p(R)) } < |R[A]|
==> r  log | R[A] | n * min(p(R), 1- p(R)) } <1
From above result, we can see that when projection size get bigger, the compressed PERF 
join becomes harder to have better performance compared with uncompressed PERF join.
Theoretically, we can see that two variants of PERF join, uncompressed PERF and 
compressed PERF, can bring certain improvement over 2-way semijoin under certain 
conditions. These conditions come from the selectivity level, join attribute projection 
size, join attribute width etc. In the following work, I would like to apply the UPERF and 
CPERF techniques to a 2-way semijoin based algorithm. Based on different experimental 
results, we will investigate how much improvement UPERF, CPERF can obtain 
respectively compared with IFS and 2-way semijoin based algorithm. From more detail 
observation, we will see how the number of relations, number of attributes, and value of 
selectivity play their roles in these different algorithms.
3.2 Algorithms Description
3.2.1 Algorithm UPSJ
From section 3.1, we know the uncompressed PERF (UPERF) join is better than 2-way 
semijoin if and only if 
1 < W(A) * min(p (R), 1- p(R))
It tells us that when min (p (R), 1- p(R) ) is very low, it is possible for uncompressed 
PERF to have more cost than 2-way semijoin. Thus, we apply both UPERF and 2-way 
semijoin to this original algorithm, let 2-way semijoin compensate the uncompressed 
PERF join in the algorithm. The new algorithm will perform at least as good as 2-way
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semijoin algorithm. This new algorithm is adapted from [535N]. The following steps will 
describe how this algorithm works.
Steps o f the Algorithm:
1. For each joining attribute, get a list of the relations which have that attribute.
2. Order the relations by size in ascending order such that S(Rj) <  S(Rj) < S(Rk) <  
.... < Rm etc.
3. Construct an execution schedule
Ri Rj Rk Rm • Rk Rj Ri for each joining attribute. Now we have
chains of semi-joins.
R i~> Rj -> R k . . . .- >  R m is called forward redcution phase.
Rm----̂  Rk Rj Ri is called backward reduction phase.
4. Start executing semi-joins. Compare the first projection size of each chain. The 
chain with the smallest first projection size will be executed first. The chain 
whose first projection size is the second smallest will be executed next. The chain 
whose first projection size is the largest will be executed last.
5. For each semi-join in the chain, only execute the semi-join if the net benefit is 
greater than zero. Otherwise execute the next semi-join. For example, if Rj -> Rj
has no net benefit then check Rj Rk to see if it has net benefit. If it has then
execute the semi-join.
6. During the forward reduction phase, we need to record which semijoin has been 
done in the forward reduction phase. For example, if My [A] is used to record, we 
can set Mjj[A] to 1 if Rj does semijoin with Rj over their joining attribute A, the 
cost from Rj to Rj in the forward phase is |Rj[A]| * width of A, otherwise Mjj[A] is 
set to 0 and no cost happens from Rj to Rj.
7. After forward reduction phase (Rj-> Rj -> Rk ....-> Rm) is done, backward
reduction phase (Rm....-> Rk Rj R j) starts. If we are considering the relation 
Rj to Rj over joining attribute A, first we check Mjj[A] value.
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If M jj[A ] is 1, then we know semijoin from Ri to Rj over attribute A  during 
forward reduction has been done. Thus, Rj site already has the information about 
projection of Ri of their joining attributed A. At this time, we can get the bit 
vector UPERF(Rj) from the projection information of Ri[A] and find out the 
match set(m_set) and non-match(nm_set) set of Ri[A] to relation Rj. Then we 
compare size of UPERF(Ri) and size of minimum (match set, non-match set). If 
UPERF(Ri) is smaller, then we do uncompressed PERF join and send UPERF(Ri) 
back to Rj to reduce Ri. The cost is |Rj[A]| bits. If match set or non-match set of 
Ri[A] is smaller, we do 2-way semijoin, and send send match set or non-match set 
of Rj[A], which is smaller, back to Rj to reduce Rj. The cost is size of match set or 
non-match set of Ri[A], which is smaller.
If M jj[A ] is 0, then we know semijoin from Rj to Rj over attributed A has not been 
done in the forward reduction phase. Thus, Rj site has no information about Rj. At 
this time, we just consider to do or not to do semijoin join from Rj to Rj. If the net 
benefit > 0 from Rj to Rj, then we do this smeijoin. The cost is |R j[A ]| * width of 
join attribute A. If the net benefit < 0, then we do not do semijoin from Rj to Rj. 
No cost happens.
8. Repeat steps 4, 5, 6, 7 until there are no more chains to be processed.
3.2.2 Algorithm CPSJ
In this algorithm, we will apply compressed PERF(CPERF) into the 2-way semijoin 
based algorithm. The working steps will be shown as following. The first 6 steps will be 
the same as algorithm UPSJ. Step 7 will be modified.
Steps o f the Algorithm:
1. For each joining attribute, get a list of the relations which have that attribute.
2. Order the relations by size in descending order such that S (R 0 <  S (R j) <  S (R k) <  
. . . .  < R m etc.
3. Construct an execution schedule
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Rj ->  Rj R k.... R m Rk Rj Ri for each joining attribute. Now we have 
chains of semi-joins.
Ri ->  Rj ->  Rk . . . .“>  R m is called forward reduction phase.
R m... .- >  Rk Rj R i is called backward reduction phase.
4. Start executing semi-joins. Compare the first projection size of each chain. The 
chain with the smallest first projection size will be executed first. The chain 
whose first projection size is the second smallest will be executed next. The chain 
whose first projection size is the largest will be executed at last.
5. For each semi-join in the chain, only execute the semi-join if the net benefit is 
greater than zero. Otherwise execute the next semi-join. For example, if Rj ->  Rj 
has no net benefit then check Rj -> Rk to see if it has net benefit. If it has then 
execute the semi-join.
6. During the forward reduction phase, we need to record which semijoin has been 
done in the forward reduction phase. For example, if M jj[A ] is used to record, we 
can set M jj[A ] to 1 if Rj does semijoin with Rj over their joining attribute A , the 
cost from Rj to Rj in the forward phase is |R j[A ]| * width of A , otherwise M jj[A ] is 
set to 0 and no cost happens from Rj to Rj.
7. After forward reduction phase (R j->  Rj -> Rk . . . .- >  R m)  is done, backward 
reduction phase (R m... .- >  Rk -> Rj -> Rj ) starts. If we are considering the relation 
Rj to Rj over joining attribute A, first we check M jj[A ] value.
If Mjj[A] is 1, then we know semijoin from Rj to Rj over attribute A in the 
forward reduction phase has been done. Thus, Rj site already has the information 
about projection of Rj of their joining attributed A. At this time, we can get the 
bit vector UPERF(Rj) from the projection information of Rj[A] . We index 
UPERF(Rj) and then send the addresses of all 1- bits (or 0 bits) which is smaller 
with the cost of T*M back to Rj, T is p log|Rj[A]|-| , the number of bits needed 
to index the relation UPERF(Rj) and M bits is the smaller number of matched or 
unmatched bits of UPERF(Rj).
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If M jj[A ] is 0, then we know semijoin from Rj to Rj over attributed A  has not been 
done in the forward reduction phase. Thus, Rj site has no information about R ,. At 
this time, we just consider to do or not to do semijoin join from Rj to Rj. If the net 
benefit > 0 from Rj to Rj, then we do this smeijoin. The cost is |R j[A ]| * width of 
join attribute A. If the net benefit < 0, then we do not do semijoin from Rj to Rj. 
No cost happens.
8. Repeat steps 4, 5, 6, 7 until there are no more chains to be processed.
3.2.3 Examples o f  Proposed Algorithms
The following example will illustrate how the algorithm UPSJ and CPSJ work. Suppose 
we have three relations Ro, Ri, and R2as following:













Figure 3.1 Relations RO, RI and R2
Step 1: For each joining attribute, get a list o f the relations which have that attribute.
A : Ro, R2 
B: Ro, R i  
C : Ro, R i ,  R2
Step 2: Order the relations by size in ascending (partial order ok).
Ri < R2 < Ro
Step 3: Construct execution chains for each join attribute
A: R2 Ro R2 (R2 Ro is the forward reduction phase, Ro -> R2 is the 
backward reduction phase)
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B : Ri -> R0 Ri (R) -> Ro is forward reduction phase, Ro Ri is the backward 
reduction phase)
C: Ri-> R2-> Ro R2 Ri (Ri-^ R2“̂ Ro is forward reduction phase, Ro -> 
R2-> Ri is the backward reduction phase)
Step 4: Order the chains by comparing the join attribute projection size o f the first 
relation o f each chain (partial order is ok) in ascending order.
After comparing size of R2[A] , Ri[B] , Ri[C], the first executable chain is B chain. 
Because size of | R2[A] | and | Ri[C] | are same, so A chain and C chain can be partial 
order. Thus the execution order can be as following:
B : Ri -> R0 -> Ri 
C: R r >  R2->Ro -> R2 Ri 
A: R? Ro R?
Step 5: Start to execute those ordered chains.
Here we use chain B as example.
B : Ri -> R0 -> Ri
1. Execute RI RO
Decide to do or not to do semijoin from Ri to Ro. Cost is the projection size of Ri 
on join attribute B. Benefit is the estimation value by size of Ro multiply by (1-pRiB). 
PriB is the selectivity of relation RI on join attribute B. Net benefit = Bennfit -  cost. If 
net benefit >0, then do semijoin Ri to Ro.
In our example as in Figure 3.2:
Cost = |Ri[B]| = 2 * width of join attribute = 16 bits
A : R? Rn R?
B : R j Ro R i
C : R j - >  R2-> R o  ->  R 2 R i
| R2[A] I = 3 
| R i[ B ]  | = 2 
| R i[C ]  | =  3
B : R i  R 0 ->  R i 
A : R? Rn R?
C: R i - > R 2̂ R o ^ R 2̂ R i
or
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Benefit = size of Rq * (1-PriB) * width of join attribute = 24 bits
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Figure 3.2 Semijoin from R I  to RO 
Because benefit is greater than cost, so we do the semijoin from Ri to Ro. Ro will be 
updated to R o’ .
At this moment, we use a matrix R_matrix[l][0] to record that the semijoin from Ri to Ro 
has been done. Set R_matrix[l][0] = 1.
Forward reduction phase is done in B chain if there is no more relation to be considered. 
Backward reduction phase starts.
2. Execute Ro Ri
Check R_matrix[l][0]. If R_matrix[l][0] =1, it means that the semijoin from Ri to Ro 
was done and site Ro has already had the projection information about Ri on join attribute 
B. If R_matrix[l][0] =0, it means that the semijoin from Ri to Ro was not done. Site Ro 
has no projection information about Ri on join attribute B.















Figure 3.3 Algorithm UPSJ Backward Reduction Phase
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From the projection information Ri[B] on site Ro, we can get Perf[Ri], match set and 
non-match set of the projection Ri[B] on relation Ro.
The size of Perf[Ri] = |Ri[B]| bits 
-  2 bits.
The size of match set = number of elements in match set * width of join attribute B bits.
= 8 bits
The size of non_match set = number of elements in non_match set * width of join 
attribute B bits. =8 bits
We compare their value and find the smallest one. If Perf value is the smallest, we do 
Perf join in the backward phase. If the smallest value is from match set or non_match set, 
we do 2-way semijoin join in the backward phase. The cost in backward phase will the 
smallest value.
In our example, Perf [Ri] has the smallest value, thus we send the Perf[Rj] back to site Ri 
to reduce Ri. The cost is 2 bits.
If R_matrix[l][0] =0, the site Ro has no projection information about R i[ B ] .  We will just 
do the semijoin from Ro to Ri by sending the projection R o[B ] back to Ri to reduce R i.  
The process will be the same as the forward reduction phase as in Figure 3.2.
If there is no more relation to be considered, then the whole chain process is done. The 
next chain will be processed until all the chains are done.
The following example will describe how the algorithm CPSJ works.
We still use the same relations used in the example for algorithm UPSJ. The process from 
step 1 to step 6 will be same as the description in algorithm UPSJ. Here we will describe 
the different part in backward reduction phase in step 7.
We use chain B as example.
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B: Ri R0 Ri
1. Execute RI ->> RO
This forward reduction phase is same as algorithm UPSJ.
2. Execute R0-> RI
Check R_matrix[l][0]. If R_matrix[l][0] =1, it means that the semijoin from Ri to Ro 
was done and site Ro has already had the projection information about Ri on join attribute 
B. If R_matrix[l][0] =0, it means that the semijoin from Ri to Ro was not done. Site Ro 
has no projection information about Ri on join attribute B.












°r ^ Index Perf[Ri] by
I- log|Ri[B]| i  bits
Figure 3.4 Algorithm CPSJ Backward Reduction Phase
At this time, we get the bit vector Perf(Ri) from the projection information of RI [B] . We 
will index Perf(Ri) by p log|Ri[B]| -| and then send the addresses of all 1 bits (or 0 bits) 
which is smaller with the cost of T*M back to Ri to reduce Ri. T is p log|Ri[B]| - | , the 
number of bits needed to index the relation Ri[B] and M bits is the smaller number of 
matched or unmatched bits of Rj [B].
If R_matrix[l][0] =0, we will consider to do semijoin from RO to RI by checking if there 
is net benefit can be obtained or not. This process is same as algorithm UPSJ as shown 
before.
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Chapter 4 Experiments and Evaluation
4.1 Assumptions
1. We assume a distributed relational database management system connected via a point 
to point network.
2. There is no fragmentation nor replication.
3. We consider only select-project-join (SPJ) queries. Each query consists of a number of 
relations located at different sites which must be joined and the result made available at 
the query site.
4. Each attribute is a 8-bit word.
4.2 Evaluation Method
In order to know how much improvement can a algorithm obtain, a calculation formula is 
shown as following as the evaluation method.
IFS vs. proposed algorithm:
Cost(IFS) -  Cost(Proposed algorithm)
* 100% =  Percentage Improved
Cost(IFS)
Algorithm 1 vs. Algorithm 2:
Cost(Alorithm l)-Cost(Algorithm 2) 
Cost( Algorithm 1)
'100% =  Percentage Improved
4.3 Test Bed Program
The test bed was developed in [BWT95]. It randomly creates distributed queries and 
relations for the distributed query algorithms to test their reduction ability. This test bed
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contains two main programs. One is create_query_sele.c and another one is relbuilder.c. 
In the following, more detail about this test bed will be described.
4.3.1 create_query_sele.c
This program will generate the information about number of relations, size of each 
relation, maximum number of joining attributes, the projection size of each join attribute 
and their inital selectivity value in “dbstats” file. The domain information for each join 
attribute is generated in “domains” file. The size of relation Ri, number join attribute in 
Ri, join attribute number, projection size of the join attribute and its domain size are 
generated in “Reli” file, i represents the label of relations generated. It starts from 0.
The arbitrary number of generated relations is from 3 to 6. The arbitrary number of 
generated attributes is from 2 to 4. Selectivity varies from low, medium to high range. 
Low rang is [0.1 ..0.4]. Medium range is [0.4..0.7]. High range is [0.7..0.9]. In the test bed 
program, the domain size is from 500 to 1500 values. Relation size is from 500 to 6000 
tuples
4.3.2 Relbuilder.c
Relbuilder program generates “Ri” file for each relation with real data.
4.4 Implementation
4.4.1 Environment and Language
• Operating System: Windows 2000
• Programming Language: C
4.4.2 Data Structure
One-dimension Array, Two-dimension Array, Adjacency Matrix are applied to the 
algorithm implementation.
Reading information from files:
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3. num_rel and num_attr hold the number of relations and number of attributes
4. row[i] holds the current row number of relation i.
5. row_track[i] holds the init row number of relation i;
6 . attr_proj_size[i] [j] holds the current projection size of relation i on attribute j ;
7. attr_psize_track[i] [j] holds the init projection size of relation i on attribute j;
8 . attr_sel[i] [j] holds the current selectivity of relation i on attribute j ;
9. attr_sel_track[i] [j] holds the init selectivity of relation i on attribute j ;
10. domain[i] holds the domain of attribute i;
11- R[i][j] holds all the source records from all the relations;
12. begin_index[i] holds the beginning index of each relation i;
After reading information:
1. A_matrix[i][j] holds the information of attribute j of relation i. If attribute j 
relation i exists, then A_matrix has 1 value, else 0 value;
Example:
AttrO Attr 1 Attr 2
RelO 1 1 1
Rel 1 1 0 1
Rel 2 1 1 0
Figure 4.1 Example of A matrix
// build A_matrix
for(i=0;i<num_rel;i++) 
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2. num_join_attr[i] holds the number of attribute relation i has;
3. R_matrix[6] [6] records the executable semijoins in the forward reduction phase.
4. col_index[i] [j] holds the colum index in R[x][y]
Attr 0 Attr 1 Attr 2 Attr 3
RelO 0 1 2 3
Rel 1 0 -1 -1 1
Rel 2 0 -1 1 2
Rel 3 0 -1 -1 1
Rel 4 -1 0 1 -1
Rel 5 -1 -1 -1 -1
Figure 4.2 Example of col index
As example listed above, col_index[0][1] holds the column index 1 which means that 
attribute 1 of relation 0 is on column 1 in R [begin_index[0]] [1].
// construct col_index array 
int a_num= 0;
for ( i = 0; i<num_rel; i++){
row_index = begin_index[i];
j=  0;
while ( R[row_index][j] != -1 ){ 





5. rsize[i] holds the current size of relation i which comes from row[i] * 
numJoin_attr[i]
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6. rsize_track[i] hods the init size of relation i;
7. reduced_rel[i] holds 1 if relation i has been reduced , else holds 0;
8. rel_size is a structure which groups the rel and size together;
9. relsize[4] [6] is a rel size type array;
10. ecs[4] is a rel_size type array which holds the attribute and its projection size 
information of each head of execution chain;
11. exec_chain[i][j] holds the relation information for each execution chain, i 






relsize [i] [j ] .rel = j; 
relsize[i]0].size = 0; 
exec_chains[i]0] = -1;
}
ecs[i].rel = i; 





for(j =0 ;j <num_rel ;j++) 
if (A_matrix0][i] == 1) 
relsize[i]0].size = rsize[j];
}
Constructing and Sorting Execution Chains
// build and sort the exec_chains
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int tm prel, tm psize; 
for (i=0; i< num_attr ; i++){ 
for (int pass = 0; pass < num_rel -1 ; pass++) 
for ( j = 0; j< num_rel - 1; j++)
if (relsize[i][j].size > relsize[i][j+l].size) { 
tm psize = relsize[i][j].size; 
tmprel  = relsize[i][j].rel; 
relsize [i][j]. size = relsize[i][j+l].size; 
relsize [i][j].rel = relsize[i][j+l]-rel; 




// construct the execution chains 
for(i=0;i<num_attr;i++)
{
for (j=0 ;j <num_rel ;j++) {
if (relsize[i][j].size > 0 ){ 





tmp_rel = exec_chains[i][k]; 
ecs[i].size = attr_proj_size[tmp_rel][i];
}
// decide the sequence of execution chains 
// sort Execuetion Chain Sequence array
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int tmp_attr;
for (int pass = 0; pass < num_attr -1 ; pass++) 
for ( j = 0; j< num_attr - 1; j++)
if (ecs[j].size > ecs[j+l].size) { 
tmp_size = ecs[j].size; 
tmp_attr = ecs[j].rel; 
ecs[j].size = ecs[j+l].size; 
ecs[j].rel = ecs[j+l].rel; 
ecs[j+l].size = tmp_size; 
ecs[j+l].rel = tmp_attr;
}
4.5 Experimental Results and Comparison
The evaluation of algorithm UPSJ, CPSJ is based on the distributed queries with 3-6 
relations, 2-4 join attributes and 3 levels of selectivity (“0” for low, “1” for medium, and 
“2” for high) from test bed as described in section 4.3. These distributed queries are 
generated based on every combination of {(3,4,5,6),(2,3,4),(0,1,2)}, which results in 36 
different types of distributed queries. 50 test runs are performed on each query type to 
evaluate algorithm 2SJ, algorithm UPSJ, and CPSJ.
The original experiment results on algorithm 2SJ, UPSJ, CPSJ for every query type from 
test bed is listed in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. In the following table, 6-4-0 represents 6 
relations with 4 join attributes and level 0 selectivity. There are 36 different combinations 
of queries.
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IFS 2SJ %IMP UPSJ %IMP CPSJ %IMP
6-4-0 39612 580.44 98.53% 564.18 98.58% 553.7 98.60%
6-4-1 40822 3952.84 90.32% 2764.22 93.23% 2747.44 93.27%
6-4-2 41142 17868.34 56.57% 17194.16 58.21% 17093.74 58.45%
6-3-0 28646 670.52 97.66% 656.74 97.71% 644.82 97.75%
6-3-1 27914 4796.16 82.82% 3601.76 87.10% 3593.8 87.13%
6-3-2 32278 18972.82 41.22% 18241.04 43.49% 18306.86 43.28%
6-2-0 22152 759.38 96.57% 753.76 96.60% 745.2 96.64%
6-2-1 22522 3968.3 82.38% 3133.78 86.09% 3113.22 86.18%
6-2-2 21990 15918 27.61% 15591.16 29.10% 15634.38 28.90%
5-4-0 32906 787.84 97.61% 768.68 97.66% 753.08 97.71%
5-4-1 36602 4955.62 86.46% 3601.28 90.16% 3610.32 90.14%
5-4-2 32948 15868.2 51.84% 14301.96 56.59% 14398.26 56.30%
5-3-0 25390 971.32 96.17% 955.58 96.24% 933.66 96.32%
5-3-1 25980 4737.46 81.76% 3509.4 86.49% 3543.5 86.36%
5-3-2 26866 16877.74 37.18% 16482.44 38.65% 16373.48 39.06%
5-2-0 17884 891.34 95.02% 781.66 95.63% 772.82 95.68%
5-2-1 17260 4540.12 73.70% 3378.2 80.43% 3372.86 80.46%
5-2-2 18732 14631.2 21.89% 14489.4 22.65% 14505.06 22.57%
4-4-0 25056 685.3 97.26% 567.46 97.74% 551.1 97.80%
4-4-1 27588 5519.9 79.99% 4171.44 84.88% 4213.98 84.73%
4-4-2 30816 16951.06 44.99% 16179.46 47.50% 16327.26 47.02%
4-3-0 18680 1229.12 93.42% 995.38 94.67% 986.48 94.72%
4-3-1 21360 5619.54 73.69% 4306.18 79.84% 4376.46 79.51%
4-3-2 21060 15591.98 25.96% 14333.74 31.94% 14051.24 33.28%
4-2-0 14106 1092.56 92.25% 977.86 93.07% 962.54 93.18%
4-2-1 15292 4900.48 67.95% 4512.74 70.49% 4577.1 70.07%
4-2-2 15546 12651.34 18.62% 12490.18 19.66% 12586.52 19.04%
3-4-0 20084 591.44 97.06% 568.74 97.17% 544.98 97.29%
3-4-1 22914 3994.6 82.57% 3308.82 85.56% 3400.1 85.16%
3-4-2 24658 15363.5 37.69% 12763.14 48.24% 12997.8 47.29%
3-3-0 15744 1272.28 91.92% 934.1 94.07% 916.3 94.18%
3-3-1 16088 4608.58 71.35% 3848.28 76.08% 3954.24 75.42%
3-3-2 17230 12943.36 24.88% 12376.94 28.17% 12316.92 28.51%
3-2-0 10960 1530.62 86.03% 1302.22 88.12% 1290.12 88.23%
3-2-1 11486 5655.78 50.76% 4374.88 61.91% 4452.2 61.24%
3-2-2 12094 10544.92 12.81% 10437.16 13.70% 10464.9 13.47%
AVG 23678 7013.72 68.46% 6367.17 71.32% 6379.62 71.25%
Figure 4.3 Experiment Result of Algorithm 2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ(l)
Figure 4.4 shows the average total backward semijoin count and their executable count 
for each query combination for algorithm UPSJ and CPSJ.
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6-4-0 9.58 6.2 6.22
6-4-1 9.54 8.86 8.94
6-4-2 9.26 8.78 8.86
6-3-0 7.5 5.86 5.9
6-3-1 7.64 7.3 7.32
6-3-2 7.48 6.92 6.96
6-2-0 6.04 5.42 5.44
6-2-1 6.4 6.26 6.26
6-2-2 6.14 4.86 4.9
5-4-0 7.06 5.9 5.9
5-4-1 7.7 7.36 7.36
5-4-2 7.4 7.12 7.14
5-3-0 5.6 5.1 5.12
5-3-1 6.04 5.84 5.86
5-3-2 5.82 5.02 5.06
5-2-0 5.08 4.56 4.62
5-2-1 4.86 4.8 4.8
5-2-2 4.7 3.46 3.48
4-4-0 6.02 5.24 5.24
4-4-1 5.88 5.82 5.82
4-4-2 5.96 5.7 5.72
4-3-0 4.54 4.28 4.28
4-3-1 4.66 4.64 4.64
4-3-2 4.44 3.84 3.84
4-2-0 3.62 3.56 3.56
4-2-1 3.52 3.52 3.52
4-2-2 3.62 2.32 2.4
3-4-0 4.86 4.38 4.38
3-4-1 4.74 4.74 4.74
3-4-2 4.9 4.78 4.8
3-3-0 3.58 3.56 3.56
3-3-1 3.56 3.56 3.56
3-3-2 3.54 3.22 3.28
3-2-0 2.48 2.46 2.46
3-2-1 2.5 2.5 2.5
3-2-2 2.42 1.44 1.48
AVG 5.52 4.98 4.99
AVG EXE 90.19% 90.56%
Figure 4.4 Experiment Result of Algorithm 2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ(2)
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4.5.1 Characteristics o f  the Proposed Algorithms
This section we will observe how the cost reduction rate of proposed algorithms is related 
to the number of relations, number of join attributes, and their selectivity level. Because 
of the similar trend of the output between algorithm UPSJ and CPSJ, we will only focus 
on algorithm UPSJ here. Figure 4.5 shows the algorithm UPSJ cost reduction rate with 
selectivity level 0, 1, and 2.
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UPSJ Cost Reduction Rate with selectivity 2
1 X 7 0 %
Figure 4.5 UPSJ Cost Reduction Rate with Selectivity Level 0,1, and 2
From Figure 4.5.3, we can see that:
1. Within the same selectivity level, number of join attributes plays the important role for 
their cost reduction rate. With larger number of join attributes, the more cost reduction 
rate can be obtained.
For example, in UPSJ Cost Reduction Rate with selectivity 2, the combination queries 
with 4 join attributes(6-4-2, 5-4-2, 4-4-2, 3-4-2) gain higher cost reduction rate than the 
combination queries with 3 join attributes (6-3-2, 5-3-2, 4-3-2,3-3-2). The combination 
queries with 2 join attributes (6-2-2,5-2-2, 4-2-2, 3-2-2) get relatively lowest cost rate; 
Same as in UPSJ Cost Reduction Rate with selectivity 2, With same number of relations, 
for example 6 relations, combination 6-4-2 with 4 join attributes has higher cost 
reduction rate than combination 6-3-2 with 3 join attributes. The combination 6-2-2 has 
the lowest cost reduction rate.
2. Cost reduction rate of the combination queries with selectivity 0 (98.58%~88.12%) is 
higher than the cost reduction rate of the combination queries with selectivity 1 
(93.23%~61.91%). The reduction rate of the combination queries with selectivity 1 is 
higher than the cost reduction rate of the combination queries with selectivity 2 
(58.21%~13.7%).
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4-0 4-1 4-2 3-0 3-1 3-2 2-0 2-1 2-2 AVG
6 98.58% 93.23% 58.21% 97.71% 87.10% 43.49% 96.60% 86.09% 29.10% 76.68%
5 97.66% 90.16% 56.59% 96.24% 86.49% 38.65% 95.63% 80.65% 22.65% 73.86%
4 97.67% 84.88% 47.50% 94.67% 79.84% 31.94% 93.07% 70.49% 19.66% 68.86%
3 97.11% 85.56% 48.28% 94.07% 76.08% 28.17% 88.12% 61.91% 13.70% 65.89%
Figure 4.6 UPSJ Cost Reduction Rate with Number o f  relations
From Figure 4.6, we observe that:
1. With higher number of relations, the higher average cost rate is obtained.
For example, with 6 relations, the average cost reduction rate is 76.68%; with 5 relations, 
the average cost reduction rate is 73.86%; with 4 relations, the average cost reduction rate 
is 68.86%; with 3 relations, the average cost reduction rate is 65.89%.
2. Observing at each column, with same number of attributes and same level of 
selectivity, the more number of relations, the higher cost reduction rate is gained.
Figure 4.4 shows that there is 90.19% backward semijoin and perf join executable rate for 
algorithm UPSJ.
4.5.2 Transmission Cost Comparison
In this section, we compare the transmission cost among algorithm 2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ. 
In the following Figures (Figure 7~Figure 12), X axis represents the different 
combination of queries and Y axis represents the transmission cost units.
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1. 2SJvs. IFS
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Figure 4.7 Transmission Cost in 2SJ vs. IFS
Figure 4.7 shows algorithm 2SJ has average 7013.72 transmission cost units vs. 23678 
transmission cost units of IFS from the experimental result.
2. UPS J  vs. IFS
Transmission Cost between UPSJ and IFS
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Figure 4.8 Transmission Cost in UPSJ vs. IFS
Figure 4.8 shows algorithm UPSJ has average 6367.17 transmission cost units vs. 23678 
transmission cost units of IFS from the experimental result.
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3. CPSJvs. IFS
Transmission Cost between CPSJ and IFS
■ IFS BCPSJ
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Figure 4.9 Transmission Cost in CPSJ vs. IFS
Figure 4.9 shows algorithm CPSJ has average 6379.62 transmission cost units vs. 23678 
transmission cost units of IFS from the experimental result.
4. UPSJ vs. 2SJ
Transmission Cost in Algorithm UPSJ vs. 2SJ
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Figure 4.10 Transmission Cost in UPSJ vs. 2SJ 
Figure 4.10 shows algorithm UPSJ has average 6367.17 transmission cost units vs.
7013.72 transmission cost units of 2SJ from the experimental result.
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5. CPSJ vs, 2SJ
Transmission Cost in Algorithm CPSJ vs. 2SJ






Figure 4.11 Transmission Cost in CPSJ vs. 2SJ
Figure 4.11 shows algorithm CPSJ has average 6379.62 transmission cost units vs.
7013.72 transmission cost units of 2SJ.
6. 2SJ, UPSJ and CPSJ
Transmission Cost in Algorithm 2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ






Figure 4.12 Transmission Cost in 2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ
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Figure 4.12 shows algorithm 2SJ has average 7013.72 transmission cost units. Algorithm 
UPSJ has average 6367.17 transmission cost units. And algorithm CPSJ has average 
6379.62 transmission cost units.
Figures showed above tell us that algorithm 2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ have great transmission 
cost reduction compared with IFS. Algorithm UPSJ and CPSJ show reasonable 
transmission cost reduction power compared with algorithm 2SJ. Because algorithm 2SJ, 
UPSJ and CPSJ have same cost in their forward reduction phase, the difference will 
happen in their backward reduction phase.
4.5.3 Transmission Cost Reduction Rate Comparison
Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 summarize the transmission cost reduction rate of algorithm 
2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ.
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2SJ UPSJ CPSJ
6-4-0 98.53% 98.58% 98.60%
6-4-1 90.32% 93.23% 93.27%
6-4-2 56.57% 58.21% 58.45%
6-3-0 97.66% 97.71% 97.75%
6-3-1 82.82% 87.10% 87.13%
6-3-2 41.22% 43.49% 43.28%
6-2-0 96.57% 96.60% 96.64%
6-2-1 82.38% 86.09% 86.18%
6-2-2 27.61% 29.10% 28.90%
5-4-0 97.61% 97.66% 97.71%
5-4-1 86.46% 90.16% 90.14%
5-4-2 51.84% 56.59% 56.30%
5-3-0 96.17% 96.24% 96.32%
5-3-1 81.76% 86.49% 86.36%
5-3-2 37.18% 38.65% 39.06%
5-2-0 95.02% 95.63% 95.68%
5-2-1 74.00% 80.65% 80.46%
5-2-2 21.89% 22.65% 22.57%
4-4-0 97.19% 97.67% 97.80%
4-4-1 79.99% 84.88% 84.73%
4-4-2 44.99% 47.50% 47.02%
4-3-0 93.42% 94.67% 94.72%
4-3-1 73.69% 79.84% 79.51%
4-3-2 25.96% 31.94% 33.28%
4-2-0 92.25% 93.07% 93.18%
4-2-1 67.95% 70.49% 70.07%
4-2-2 18.62% 19.66% 19.04%
3-4-0 96.99% 97.11% 97.29%
3-4-1 82.57% 85.56% 85.16%
3-4-2 37.74% 48.28% 47.29%
3-3-0 91.92% 94.07% 94.18%
3-3-1 71.35% 76.08% 75.42%
3-3-2 24.88% 28.17% 28.51%
3-2-0 86.03% 88.12% 88.23%
3-2-1 50.76% 61.91% 61.24%
3-2-2 12.81% 13.70% 13.47%
Figure 4.13 Transmission Cost Reduction Rate of 2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ(l)
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Transmission Cost Reduction Rate of 2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ
■ 2SJ a  UPSJ ■ CPSJ
Figure 4.14 Transmission Cost Reduction Rate of 2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ(2)
From the experimental result, we have following conclusion:
1. 2-way semijoin based algorithm 2SJ gains the average 68.47% transmission cost 
reduction rate compared with IFS.
2. Algorithm UPSJ gains average 71.32% transmission cost reduction rate compared with 
IFS.
3. Algorithm CPSJ gains average 71.25% transmission cost reduction rate compared with 
IFS.
4. The transmission cost is reduced significantly with both 2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ 
compared with IFS.
5. Algorithm UPSJ outperforms algorithm 2SJ with 2.73% more transmission cost 
reduction; Algorithm CPSJ outperforms algorithm 2SJ with 2.68% more transmission 
cost reduction power.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
In our work, algorithm UPSJ and algorithm CPSJ are presented by appliying 
uncompressed PERF join and compressed PERF join into the 2-way semijoin based 
algorithm respectively.
Theoretically, we have discussed the advantage of techniques of 2-way semijoin, 
uncompressed PERF join and compressed PERF and the conditions when one technique 
can outperform another.
Experiments are based on the test bed with arbitrary number of generated relations from 
3 to 6, arbitrary number of generated attributes from 2 to 4, selectivity range from low, 
medium to high range. In the test bed program, the domain size is from 500 to 1500 
values. Relation size is from 500 to 6000 tuples.
Experimental results show that the transmission cost is reduced significantly with both 
2SJ, UPSJ, and CPSJ compared with IFS. 2-way semijoin based algorithm 2SJ has 
68.47% transmission cost reduction rate compared with IFS. Algorithm UPSJ has 
average 71.32% transmission cost reduction rate compared with IFS. Algorithm CPSJ has 
average 71.25% transmission cost reduction rate compared with IFS. Algorithm UPSJ 
outperforms algorithm 2SJ with 2.73% more transmission cost reduction; Algorithm 
CPSJ outperforms algorithm 2SJ with 2.68% more transmission cost reduction power.
These experimental results show a considerable enhancement over the 2-way semijoin 
based algorithm 2SJ. Because 2-way semijoin, uncompressed PERF join and compressed 
semijoin have the same transmission cost in the forward reduction phase. The difference 
of their transmission cost happen in their backward reduction phase.
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From section 3.1 we know that factors such attribute width, selectivity level, projection 
size all play their roles to affect the transmission cost reduction power in the algorithms. 
This fact leads us to consider future work we can.
5.2 Future Work
1. For simplicity, we assume the attribute width is taken as 1 byte for all attributes in our 
work. However, we can do more work by increasing the attribute width to investigate the 
performance of the proposed algorithms.
2. Our test bed generates the relations with 500-6000 tuples record range. If the size of 
the relations are larger, how the performance of proposed algorithms will be?
3. From the Experimental result, the proposed algorithms obtain reasonable better 
performance than the 2-way based semijoin algorithm 2SJ. However, it is not enough yet. 
Thus, how can we improve the performance further by combining other techniques?
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